
Comment for planning application 22/01340/OUT
Application Number 22/01340/OUT

Location Os Parcel 6124 East Of Baynards Green Farm Street To Horwell Farm Baynards Green

Proposal Application for outline planning permission (all matters reserved except means of access
(not internal roads) from b4100) for the erection of buildings comprising logistics (use class
b8) and ancillary offices (use class e(g)(i)) floorspace; energy centre, hgv parking,
construction of new site access from the b4100; creation of internal roads and access
routes; hard and soft landscaping; the construction of parking and servicing areas;
substations and other associated infrastructure.

Case Officer David Lowin  
 

Organisation
Name Mark Bairstow

Address The Old Forge,Main Street,Mixbury,Brackley,NN13 5RR

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments I am writing to oppose this application siting many reasons! 
1 increased noise and Vehicle Pollution 
2 light pollution  
3 sustainability as we should be looking away from having solutions for moving goods on the 
road and more towards rail. 
4 road quality in this area is already compromised by heavy Works including EWR and HS2. 
5 limited jobs creation after the event of construction 
6 levelling up should push this sort of development further North as per governments 
manifesto 
7Air and dust pollution  
7 Stokelyne is basically a rural environment and this kind of development will further change 
the area beyond recognition. The woods will cease to be recreational and will never recover. 
There are very few forests in our area! 
 
Link roads that approach this area at rush hour are already over stretched  
Queuing onto roundabouts can be 30 mins daily and traffic already uses rat runs through 
North Oxfordshire villages to avoid congestion this makes for dangerous circumstances for 
children going to school. 
With Other massive projects in our area enough is enough! 
On a personal note I live 800m from the A421 across an open field on the prevailing wind 
where HS2 are working. My local walks have been destroyed, Lorry's rumble now throughout 
the night and will do for the coming years, while 170000 tonnes of Agregates are moved. 
My  journey time to work , pre recent major construction projects was as little as 20 minutes 
or 35 mins by bike but it is just too dangerous Now  
My current journey crossing HS2 EWR Finmere is more than Double!  
 
I plead with you to consider the whole area, and seriously consider other brown fields sites 
which will benefit more people with far less distruction 
kind regards 
Mark Bairstow  
Mixbury  
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